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Abstract 
 

Manual cell assembly confounds with research digitalization and reproducibility. Both are however 

needed for data-driven optimization of cell chemistries and charging protocols. Therefore, we present 

herein an automatic battery assembly system (AutoBASS) that is capable of assembling batches of up 

to 64 CR2023 cells. AutoBASS allows us to acquire large datasets on in-house developed chemistries 

and is herein demonstrated with LNO and Si@Graphite electrodes with a focus on formation and 

manufacturing data. The large dataset enables us to gain insights into the formation process through 

dQ/dV analysis and assess cell to cell variability. Exact robotic electrode placement provides a baseline 
for laboratory-scale manufacturing and reproducibility towards the accelerated translation of findings 

from the laboratory to the pilot plant scale.  

 

Introduction 
 

Optimization of active materials, electrolyte formulations, processing, and manufacturing of secondary 

batteries along the entire battery research chain1 is a capital-, material-, and time-intensive task2. 
Consequently, there is only a limited number of data-driven3–5 studies in battery research on in-house 

assembled6 i.e. non-commercially acquired cells. There is however a necessity for manufacturing larger 

numbers of cells in a reproducible manner7,8 for the investigation of chemistries before the pilot plant 

scale1 i.e. when transitioning from the µg to g scale. To translate research between labs9 and to pilot 

production lines there is also a need to have unified ways of describing battery data10. We, therefore, 

build the automatic battery assembly system (AutoBASS) as we see a pressing need to accurately and 

precisely assemble cells to provide a “fail fast”11 decision gate12,13 for new cell chemistries and 

protocols14.  
Despite upscaling for demonstration purposes and optimization studies a recent study by Dechent et 

al.5 suggests that the minimum number of cells to study with models containing 1 or 3 parameters is 8 

or 13 respectively to overcome cell-to-cell variability. Considering the many possible parameters that 

can be changed in the active and inactive materials2,15 a system for lab-scale cell assembly would 

therefore need to be able to produce large batches of cells with near or exceeding commercial cell 

reproducibility5. 

Overall, there is very limited publicly available data on cycling behavior of cells, let alone their 

manufacturing or formation cycle. Typically, either large batches of commercial cells are tested that lack 
data on formation or data is published5,14 on datasets containing less than 5-8 cells which are made 



 

manually6. A short literature review yields that some emblematic papers in the field of data driven battery 

research consist of 48 manually assembled cells for coating optimization6, and 45 commercial cells for 

early lifetime prediction14. The entire field seems to be only having publicly available data on less than 

500 cells in total5. A laboratory manufacturing system, as presented herein, that can produce 64 cells 
in a day could significantly impact the field towards a complete closed-loop discovery cycle16,17 for cell 

chemistries and processes. 

This robot resides at the top range of scale-up in our platform for accelerated electrochemical energy 

storage research (PLACES/R) as recently published by Stein et al.1 and, to the best of our knowledge, 

is the first robotic system of its kind for battery research. To foster proliferation of this approach and in 

as many labs as possible we publish the code and mechanical parts alongside this manuscript with a 

manual for assembly and operation. We demonstrate the utility of this setup on state-of-the-art Li-ion 

batteries consisting of LiNiO2 (LNO) cathodes, Si@Graphite composite (Si-C) anodes, and 1M LiPF6 in 
3:7 EC:EMC by weight solvent-cosolvent ratio electrolyte without additives. To minimize the influence 

of coating faults and inter electrode sheet variation, electrodes (LNO from BASF, Si-C Cidetec) were 

coated at pilot plant coating lines and supplied through the BIG-MAP project. To the best of our 

knowledge this is the first open large-scale study of this state-of the art materials combination. The 

thorough data and materials lineage tracking allows us to obtain FAIR18 guideline compliant dataset. 

 

Methods 
Materials preparation 
The overall workflow of the herein presented automatic coin cell assembly robot focuses on the 

production process after electrode coating and electrolyte formulation. Though the system is principally 

amendable to manufacturing cells with different electrolyte mixtures19,20 and electrodes, the herein 

presented study uses the same electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in 3:7 EC:EMC by weight formulated by Elyte, 

Germany) and electrodes throughout. 

Prior to assembly, all sheet-like components need to be cut. For this we use a disc puncher (AOT 

Battery, China) that allows manual cutting of several hundred electrodes in an hour. Electrodes were 
not weighed on purpose to demonstrate the extremely low variability along the entire production process 

including electrode cutting.  

The round anodes in this study were cut using a 15 mm diameter die, separators with a 16 mm die, and 

cathodes with a 14 mm die. Cathode sheets of LNO (LiNiO2) were supplied by BASF with a 

manufacturer specified areal loading of 3.1 mAh/cm2. Anode sheets of Si-C were supplied by CIDETEC 

with a manufacturer specified areal loading of 3.2 mAh/cm2. Active material synthesis, coating, and 

balancing of these electrodes was performed through the BIG-MAP project and is published in the 

dissemination project report (www.big-map.eu/dissemination/). All electrodes were manufactured in a 
dry room environment at the respective manufacturing sites. Electrodes were shipped in a sealed dry 

atmosphere and opened and cut inside a nitrogen filled glovebox. Transfer into the glovebox was 

performed by placing a small incision onto the sealed bag prior to evacuation in the antechamber. 

Separators (Glass Fiber) were additionally dried outside the glovebox at 75°C overnight. The cut 

electrodes were placed manually into the corresponding trays shown in Figure 1. Spacers are double 



 

stacked on the trays. All other coin cell parts (Pi-KEM, UK) were washed in an ultrasonic bath filled with 

isopropanol and then dried in an oven at 75°C overnight. Placement of the parts in the respective trays 

was again performed inside the glovebox.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic rendering of the automatic battery assembly system (AutoBASS) consisting of 

part trays for assembling CR2023 cells. These parts are namely: anode caps, anodes, springs, spacers, 

separators, cathodes, and cathode caps. Parts are picked from the trays and placed onto the assembly 

post by a soft silicone suction cup on gripper attached to robot A. Due to the chute-like shape of coin 

cell springs, they are picked and placed by a self-rectifying inside gripping mold on gripper A. The 

precise and accurate placement of parts is ensured by a tensioned and precision 3D printed tray. Cells 

are assembled with downfacing anode cap and flipped by gripper B which also transfers filled and 

assembled cells to the crimper. Removal from the crimper is achieved by magnetic pickup (spacers and 

springs are magnetic). Electrolyte is filled through a computer-controlled syringe pump with a rotating 

electrolyte tap. Rigid placement is ensured by an optical breadboard, long-range motion is achieved by 

a precision linear rail. A video of a cell assembly in the glovebox is shown in the SI. 

 



 

 

Robotic CR2023 Assembly 
 

All cell components are picked up from trays as shown in Figure 1 and placed on the assembly post by 
Robot A (Mecademic meca500 rev.3). As the extend of the trays is much larger than the accessible 

area of Robot A it is mounted on a precision linear rail (Jenny Science Linax LXS 1800). Components 

are picked up either through vacuum or mechanic gripping depending on the kind of component as 

shown in the bottom right and left insets in Figure 1.  

During robot design, dozens of iterations of gripping strategies and method combinations were tested. 

Empirically we find that vacuum gripping works best for most components but the spring, which is also 

the recommended placement method by Murray et al.8. For the spring a special inner gripping 

mechanism was designed as shown in the bottom right of Figure 1. This mechanism is also used for 
down tapping motions (see below). Separator static charging due to dry atmosphere vacuum gripping 

leading to component sticking needs to be compensated. We achieve this by placing Cu single sided 

adhesive tape into all separator holes in the tray and connecting the thus build metallic surface to 

ground.  

According to the standard procedure of coin cell assembly guidelines and others8 recommended by 

BIG-MAP, the assembly procedure is started with the anode case facing downwards, therefore, the 

anode cup is first picked up and placed outer face down on the post. Subsequently, a spacer and an 

anode are stacked onto each other. Through a computer-controlled syringe pump, connected to a 3D 
printed rotating electrolyte tap (self-build using a stepper motor and a 3D printed arm in which a PTFE 

hose is held) the first injection of 15.7 µL electrolyte is dispensed onto the anode. The second electrolyte 

injection of the same volume is then dispensed after placing of the separator. Images are taken after 

every placing the anode, separator, and cathode. The rest of the components (second spacer, spring, 

cathode cap) are stacked onto each other and the cell is closed. To ensure flush closure of the cell, first 

an alignment tapping motion by gripper B on robot B is performed. Then, using the spring gripper 

another tapping motion is performed to ensure a flush closing of the cell by a square tapping movement 
around the center. After this “flush pressing” and aligning, robot B picks up and flips the closed cell with 

gripper B to transfer it to the crimper. The crimper (MTI MSK-160E, China) is then being triggered by a 

microcontroller connected relay to start the crimping procedure. The pressure is set through an analog 

dial to 800 kg. After the crimping tool reverts to its homing position, robot B approaches the crimper 

again to pick up the finished cell from the die through a magnetic gripping mold on top of its gripper 

(see Figure 1) finger to transfer it to the assembly post. By performing a sliding movement on top of the 

assembly post, the cell is dropped in the assembly post with the cathode cup facing up. Robot A picks 

up the cell and places the finished cell into the vacant position where the corresponding cathode cup 
was previously located. In the supplementary information we supply a series of videos showing this 

procedure in detail. 

 

Cycling procedure 
 



 

We performed cycling of the cells according to the BIG-MAP guidelines which recommend 6 hours of 

wetting prior to formation. Through the exact timing and logging capabilities of the AutoBASS system 

we have a second exact tracking of wetting time. Cells were stored anode facing up before start of the 

formation, cycling was performed with cells being in a vertical position. Battery testing was performed 
using a Arbin Battery Tester with 64 channels in laboratory air. Formation was performed by three cycles 

at a C/20 rate for charge and discharge. The charging constant current (CC) step was stopped at 4.2V 

and followed by a constant voltage (CV) step  until a current of less than C/50 was observed. The fourth 

cycle was used to measure cell capacity after formation. Cycling was performed at 1C with a CV step 

until C/20 currents were observed. Discharging was performed at 1C. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 
Assembly process 
 

 



 

Figure 2: Analysis and pictures of the first batch of cells produced by AutoBASS. a) RGB-pixel color 

values across the center line to assess placement accuracy of the electrodes. Because the anodes are 

black, there is little color difference to the anode cap. The white and wetted gray separators are well 

distinguishable to the background and the gasket. The back of the cathode is facing the camera and is 

highly reflective, but the gap is very well measurable. The variance of the left most minimum (beginning 

of gap) to the leftmost maximum color (gasket) is 0.12 mm for the anode, 0.19 mm for the separator, 

and 0.07 mm for the cathode. b) shows the images after placing the anode, c) separator d) cathode. 

Some separators were greatly misplaced because they exhibited static charging and adhered to the 

suction cup resulting in a misplacement. Manual intervention was necessary for the two grossly 

misplaced separators in c) top left and row 6 column 6. The figure labels are placed at pictures in which 

the camera failed.  

 

Placement of electrodes without active image feature recognition is comparably accurate as can be 

visually assessed in Figure 2. Measurements of electrode placements are however complicated by the 

stark and sometimes weak contrast in color between the black anodes facing the camera, white 

separators wetted by electrolyte, and strongly reflective cathode foil. A facile method to measure the 

accuracy of electrode placement is taking a horizontal line through the image trying to assess the 

electrode-to-gasket distance. We find from taking the leftmost minima position to gasket distance 

variance, the precision of placing the anode is 120 µm, placing the separator is 190 µm, and for placing 

the cathode is 70 µm. The separators exhibit the largest variance as picking them up results in a slight 
deformation and sometimes static electrical charging. Dropping the separators then also introduces 

errors resulting in the fact that two were grossly misplaced (cell in row 1 column 1 and row 6 column 6 

see Figure 2c) and had to be manually readjusted. 

Through the exact materials tracking of the entire assembly process from placement to testing, it is 

even possible to study the influence of wetting time onto some cell parameters. The time from closing 

the cell to starting the measurement is known with second accuracy. We find that there is no change in 

open circuit potential from 3.75-11 hrs but that cells wetted >15 hrs exhibit a higher starting potential. 
All pictures and times measured during the assembly process are part of the accompanying datafile of 

this manuscript. 

 

Cell-to-cell variation 

Besides the different starting open circuit potentials of the two cell batches that were either rested for 

less or more than 15 hours there is no statistically significant correlation detectable between any of the 

measured assembly parameters (namely electrode or separator placement, image embeddings, wetting 

time) and electrochemical data (discharge capacity, dQ/dV data) in the three formation cycles as tested 
by the maximum information coefficient21.  



 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of discharge capacity deviation from the median for the respective cycle. 

Bootstrapping results in a mean of 4.16 (4.12, 4.20) mAh with the values in brackets being the 90% 

confidence interval, the standard variation from bootstrapping is 0.144 mAh. In the fourth cycle 90% of 

the cells are within a 10% error range and 60% are within a 5.9% error range. 

In total 7 cells exhibited either a short circuit or other electrical issues (i.e. triggering of safety switches 

in the Arbin MitsPro 8 software). For a conservative assessment of failure rates, these tests were not 

resumed resulting in a failure rate of 10%. We believe this value to be of great importance as to the 
best of our knowledge there is no baseline available of how many faulty cells are assembled in 

laboratories. 

The first three formation cycles are performed at a constant current charging with a C-rate of C/20 

followed by a constant voltage step at 4.2V at which the cell is held until the current reaches a C/50 

rate. Discharging is performed using a constant current equivalent to a C/20 rate until 2.5V. The 

discharge capacity calculated from bootstrapping analysis is 4.16 (4.12, 4.20) mAh with the values in 

brackets being the 90% confidence interval, the standard variation from bootstrapping is 0.144 mAh or 

expressed in relative terms 3.4%. From measured cells 90% fall within a 10% relative capacity variation 
in cycle 4. It should be stressed that all variations expressed herein are relating to the unnormalized 

discharge capacity i.e. electrodes were not weighted to assess the actual variability across the entire 

production process from electrode cutting to cell testing. We find that the distribution of Si-particles in 

the electrode varies to a great extend over the sheet as shown in the supplemental information and is 

likely the main cause of the skewed capacity distribution. 

Formation Cycles 

The corresponding differential capacity curves are shown in Figure 4. During the first formation cycle, 

as shown in the top left of Figure 3 there is a significant differential charging variance. During the 
discharge (indicated by the arrows) there are virtually no differences but for a few outlier cells. The large 



 

variance during the first charge is likely due to an inhomogeneous distribution of Si-Particles in the 

graphite electrode (see SI Figure 1). The cathode material and likely the resulting cathode electrolyte 

interphase (CEI) appear to be very homogenous as can be seen in the virtually identical differential 

discharge capacity curves in Figure 4. Besides 3 cells that show up in the dQ/dV plots as outliers there 
seems to be a bimodal distribution of dQ/dV shapes occurring in the second and third formation cycle 

as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 3. There, the anodic shoulders for the first and second 

formation cycle exhibit some increased variance in the peaks around 3.4 V and in the fourth (capacity 

test) cycle the peak exhibits a broad variation. The bimodal distribution of dQ/dV curves is most 

prominently visible in the fourth circle as indicated by the dashed regions II and III. Since the bimodal 

curve shape distribution is visible on both the charge and discharge data, we believe that these minute 

variations highlight the necessity to produce larger arrays of cells as they would have otherwise likely 

not been captured. Comparing the herein acquired data to that found in literature on LNO the region 
showing increased variance that is denoted by the roman numeral I in Figure 4 could be attributed to 

the H1 and H1 to H2 phase transition or more likely to the insertion into Si in the Si-C anode22. Since 

there is some considerable variance in Si-particle loading (see SI) across the anode sheets we believe 

this variance to be originating from the electrodes and not necessarily from assembly or randomness. 

The region marked by II and III is likely de/insertion into the H2 phase23.  

 



 

Figure 4: Differential charge and discharge curves for the first four cycles as hexbin plots. Charging 

and discharging was performed at a C-rate of C/20 until 4.2V at which the cell was held until a current 

of C/50 was reached. Discharging was stopped at 2.5V. The first charging cycle exhibits some 

significant variation that is not correlated to any of the available manufacturing data. Except for a few 

outlier cells all dQ/dV plots are virtually the same. The only region exhibiting some variation which is 

increasing in cycle 3 and 4 is marked with the roman numeral I. In the fourth cycle a bimodal distribution 

in the areas marked II and II becomes apparent. 

Conclusion 
Motivated by the necessity to produce larger batches of cells to overcome cell-to-cell variability and a 

critical need to translate results from the lab to pilot production lines we herein present, to the best of 

our knowledge, the first automatic coin cell assembly robot. Even without active control in electrode 

placements the accuracy is 0.07-0.2 mm which is better than any manual assembly in a glovebox could 
ever be. The variance in unnormalized capacity of the manufactured cells is found by bootstrapping to 

be only 3.4%.  

We show that there is no measurable influence or correlation between our assembly process and the 

formation behavior of our cells and identify inhomogeneities in the anode foil to be the main cause of 

error. This robot can also act as a “fail early” decision gate for new concepts and cell chemistries due 

to its good reproducibility and comparably small amount of material necessary. With the employed 

method of electrode punching, we can obtain about 100 cells from as little as a 30 cm x 10 cm electrode 

sheet and gain insight into the statistical variation in cycling behavior very early in the materials 
discovery process.  

We also use the herein manufactured batch to establish a conservative baseline for failed laboratory 

made cells, which is 10%. We believe to be able to reduce this failure rate even more by metallic vacuum 

grippers and active image recognition-based electrode placement in the future. The complete data and 

materials lineage tracking allows us to acquire a comprehensive dataset that can interrelate cell 

assembly and electrochemistry and believe this technology to be of great importance for the field 

especially with the transition towards post-Li ion batteries24. All necessary software and mechanical 
parts besides bought components are published alongside this manuscript to foster the proliferation of 

AutoBASS to more laboratories with our hope to establish data driven battery research with new 

chemistries as greater pace and reproducibility. 
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